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PLAY_gallery for still and motion pictures is pleased to present a comprehensive one-man-exhibition of the

Swedish video artist Cecilia Lundqvist. The artist, who took part in numerous international group exhibitions and

video festivals, was awarded last year the second prize of the video exhibition series FAIR PLAY 2003. The prize

was given to Cecilia Lundqvist’s video “Absolutely Normal” for the precision and concentration of her graphical

language as well as for the quality of the sound track in her work.

“My fascination for animation as a way of artistic expression revolves mainly around the fact that film is a form of

time. This means that during a certain time I am allowed to tell the things I would like to say, […]. For me, animation

is the ultimate way of expression. […] For the animator absolutely nothing happens by chance, he/she has total

control all the way. My films are personal, but in a distant way, perhaps because they are animations and not live

film.”

"Smile" is an animated video that reflects upon a standardized Orwellian society, and tells the story of one brave

16 years old girl who has the courage to be different. The “smiling girl is guilty of enjoying the almost sensuous

opportunity to live better than anyone of them”— tells us the narrator – which makes “the people run out of patience

having to protect the civilized people against someone who knew that life is comfortable”. When the young woman

does not agree to abide by the social order there is only one extreme measure the “people” have to take in order to

eliminate the problem. The text told by a woman contributes greatly to the narrative of the work. The story is

created using excerpts from an English language course, in which the original content has a totally different

meaning. The images, as well, come from different sources, mainly advertising leaflets. For Lundqvist it is important

to draw on existing materials from her nearest surroundings and to deconstruct them, using these fragments to

create a new whole. By doing so the artist’s goal is to visualize hidden meanings existing under the surface, but yet

not completely visible.

"Powerplay" is another animated video, consisting of ten different scenes in which two men compete in

emphasizing their manhood, using different attributes in a series of non-sense acts. In this work the artist

comments on and clearly ridicules the stereotypes that the two characters embody in their man-to-man

conversation.  By doing so she creates a sharp satire of customs and attitudes that belong to her own often

“macho-oriented” culture.  The work is completed by another video, screened in a TV monitor across the room,

which contains only one scene: a completely bored woman who watches the men performing their meaningless

acts.

“Pancake” (2004) and “Emblem” (2001) focus on domestic violence without ever showing its most gruesome

aspects. The objective of the video “Emblem” is to visualize the endless struggle of power of the man over the

woman, a struggle often transformed into violence that becomes part of the normal daily routine. Colourful

animations illustrate the rather monotonous life of the two characters and the chilling acceptance of the beaten wife

of her husband’s violent behaviour. “Pancake” is a series of drawings. The scenes are set outdoors and illustrate

some of humanity’s and society’s most vicious problems. The issues explored by the artists become extremely

powerful and frightening when illustrated in such a direct and simple way. In order not to show such acts of

violence as happening mainly within the weaker and poorer classes of our society, Lundqvist draws her characters

as belonging to the middle upper class.

For biographic information on the artist, please turn over.
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Cecilia Lundqvist

1971 born in Eskilstuna, Sweden

lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden

Selected solo exhibitions

2004 Play_gallery for still and motion pictures, Berlin, Germany; VKS, Toulouse, France; Eskilstuna Art Museum,

Sweden; Borås Art Museum, MOVE, Sweden, 2003 SCREEN, Bildjournalen, SVT2, Swedish National Television;

2002 YEANS artspace, Gothenburg, Schweden; Index, The Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Stockholm,

Schweden; Moderna Museet, CONTEMPORARY FILM & VIDEO, Stockholm, Sweden; Bildmuseet,

CONTEMPORARY FILM & VIDEO, Umeå, Sweden

Selected group exhibitions and screenings

2004 Centre Culturel Suedois, BALANCING ACTS, Paris, France; Moderna Museet, BLICK, Stockholm,

Schweden; VIDEO ZONE 2, International Video Art Biennal, Tel Aviv, Israel; Biennale of Electronic Arts, Perth,

Australien; Norwich Gallery, OLD HABITS DIE HARD, UK; Studio Stefania Micetti, THE COLD EYE, Rome, Italy;

International Short Film Festival, Oberhausen, Germany

2003 Kunst-Werke Berlin, ANIMATIONS, Germany; Buchmann Galerie, Cologne, Germany; Sparwasser HQ, OLD

HABITS DIE HARD, Berlin, Germany; Paris/Berlin International Meetings, France & Germany; The Changing

Room, PAST STANDING, Stirling, UK; Play_gallery for still and motion pictures, FAIR PLAY, Berlin, Germany;

Edsvik Konst & Kultur, ARGH, Sollentuna, Schweden; dLux Media Arts, d>art 03, Sydney, Australien; The Video

Art Foundation, 25 HRS, Barcelona, Spanien; Chiangmai University Art Museum, Thailand

2002 Chiangmai University Art Museum, THE SWEDISH ART WEEK, Thailand; Moderna Museet, COLLECTED

CONTEMPORARIES, Stockholm, Sweden; The Mongolian National Modern Art Gallery, Ulan Bator, Mongolei;

Kalmar Art Museum, Sweden; Overgaden, Copenhagen, Denmark; Moderna Museet & Riksutställningar,

KONSTMOBILEN, 13 towns in Sweden; VIPER, Basel, Schwitzerland; EMAF, Stuttgarter Filmwinter, Germany

2001-2002 BLICK TOUR P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, ANIMATIONS, New York, USA

2001 Center for Contemporary Art, VIDEO AGAINST VIDEO, Kiev, Ukraine; Enköping Art Hall, Sweden;

Cuchifritos Art Gallery, UNHEARD OF, New York, USA; Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, Germany; NIFCA, BLICK,

Helsinki, Finland; WORLD WIDE VIDEO FESTIVAL, Amsterdam, Netherlands; Bangkok Experimental Film

Festival, Thailand; Asolo Art Film Festival, Italy; Paris/Berlin International Meetings, France & Germany

Awards and residencies

2004  NIFCA, Nordic Air, Residency at Hollufgård, Odense, Denmark

2003 Absolutely Normal - 2nd price, FAIR PLAY, Play_gallery for still and motion pictures, Berlin, Germany; C -

Nomination for Diesel New Art, Sweden

2002 NIFCA, Network North, Residency at Glasgow School of Art, UK

2000 Rebus - Jury's 2nd Nomination in Video, Dreamcatcher, Kiev, Ukraine

Represented

Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden; Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France; Source 11, Video Magazine of

Contemporary Art; Source 12, Video Magazine of Contemporary Art


